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I. Executive Summary and Introduction1

A. Witness Identification2

Q. Please state your names and business addresses.3

A. My name is Charles S. Walls.  My business address is 1919 Swift Drive, Oak4

Brook, Illinois, 60523.5

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?6

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) as Vice 7

President – Customer Financial Operations.8

B. Purpose of Direct Testimony9

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony?10

A. The purpose of my direct testimony is (1) to recognize Staff’s accomplishment 11

and thank them for their hard work in generating the draft changes to the Part 280 12

rules that are before the Commission in this docket, and (2) to explain ComEd’s 13

position on those proposed changes.14

15
C. Personal Background and Responsibilities16

Q. Mr. Walls, what are your current duties and responsibilities?17

A. I am responsible for providing strategic direction for managing more than $5 18

billion in annual revenue for ComEd. I am also responsible for overseeing billing 19

operations, revenue protection, revenue management and Sarbanes-Oxley 20

compliance. Additionally, I am responsible for maintaining critical relationships21

with state and local customer support agencies and low-income advocacy groups.22

Q. Please tell us your educational background and professional experience?23
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A. I graduated from Roosevelt University in Chicago with a Bachelor of Science 24

degree in Business Administration.  I am also a certified public accountant.  I 25

started my carrier at ComEd in 1981 as a staff auditor in the Internal Audit 26

Department. I then served in a number of different accounting-related positions up 27

until November 2000.  At that time, I was appointed as Exelon Business Services 28

Company’s Director of Cash Management, and Assistant Treasurer of all Exelon 29

Companies, including ComEd. In February 2009, I was appointed to my current 30

position at ComEd.31

D. Summary of Conclusions32

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your testimony.33

A. First, a few of Staff’s proposals should be changed or eliminated to make 34

the new Part 280 reflect a better balance between protecting customers who do 35

not pay their utility bills and limiting the resulting burden on other utility 36

customers.  37

Second, the Commission should provide for the utilities’ ability to recover 38

costs associated with implementing any system changes that are required as a 39

result of rule changes.40

Third, the Commission should specifically permit utilities at least 24 41

months to bring their systems into compliance with any rule changes.42

II. ComEd’s Comments on Staff’s Proposed Changes43

Q. Please explain ComEd’s view of Staff’s proposed changes.44
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A. First, it must be recognized that Staff’s proposal is the end result of many 45

workshop sessions, all conducted by Staff in a thoroughly professional manner, in 46

which stakeholders discussed all aspects of potential revisions to items currently 47

in Part 280 and the potential inclusion of additional items into that part of the 48

Commission’s rules. Although I did not attend any of those sessions, it is my 49

understanding that, in that endeavor, Staff was tireless in its efforts to achieve 50

consensus; and, where consensus was not possible, Staff drafted a proposal that it 51

believes is the best solution for the particular issue.  Thanks must be given for 52

what must have seemed at times to be a truly thankless task.53

Second, the changes that I advocate should not be taken in any way as a 54

critique of Staff’s bona fides on the issues, but rather as an effort to recognize that 55

proposed additional layers of “safeguards” impose additional costs not only on 56

utilities, but ultimately on all utility customers.  Those costs include not only the 57

cost of the measures themselves, but also the cost of increased uncollectible 58

expenses, which are ultimately passed on to customers.  These costs must be 59

balanced against the benefits to all customers of holding customers financially 60

responsible for the service that they use.61

Third, for the convenience of the Judge and the parties, ComEd is 62

reflecting its proposed changes in redline format on ComEd Exhibit 1.1 which is 63

included with my testimony.  64

Q. What are ComEd’s comments on Section 280.10 Exemptions?65
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A. ComEd is concerned that the stated requirement to show that a proposed waiver 66

“will not harm consumers” could constitute an unnecessarily impossible barrier to 67

what otherwise might be a quite reasonable request.  It is easy to imagine that 68

probably any waiver request could be found to harm some consumers even though 69

it may well benefit the vast majority of other consumers.  Instead, the language 70

should be replaced by language requiring that the proposal is otherwise just and 71

reasonable under the circumstances.  I suggest that this is the better standard that 72

would allow the Commission to properly weigh the costs and benefits of the 73

proposal before it.74

Q. Does ComEd have any comments on section 280.20 Definitions?75

A. Yes.  First, I suggests that the following definition be added:76

“Charge for utility service” and “payment” or “non-payment for utility 77
service” shall also include charges, payment and non-payment of charges,78
the non-payment of which allows utilites to disconnect utility service 79
under any applicable statute or regulation.80

It is my understanding that at least two pieces of fairly recent legislation give 81

utilities the right to disconnect service for failure to pay charges on utility bills 82

that are not technically charges for utility service – (1) Retail Electric Supplier 83

charges billed by the electric utility when the electric utility “purchases the 84

receivables”, and (2) “on-bill financing” charges for energy efficiency measures 85

appearing on gas and electric utility bills.  This addition is intended to clarify, not 86

only that all the utility remedies for non-payment of utility charges apply in those 87

cases, but also that so do the “consumer safeguards” applicable to any related88

disconnection activity.89
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Second, the definition of “guaranteed payment” should be deleted.  I am 90

not sure exactly what the definition means from a practical perspective, but 91

understand that it was meant to include cashier’s checks and money orders.  If 92

that is the case, I suggest that the term “guaranteed payment” in Section 93

280.60(b)(1) (the only place in the rules where the term is actually used) be 94

replaced with “cashier’s check or money order” to clearly indicate to both utilities 95

and customers the types of payments that are required to be accepted.96

Third, for reasons discussed below in connection with proposed Section 97

280.210, the definition of “Payment avoidance by location” should be deleted.98

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.30 Application?99

A. First, in drafting paragraph (c)(2) from its analog in current subsection 280.50(d), 100

Staff appears to have omitted a very important phrase: “provided that all users 101

will be responsible for paying for their use”.  I am concerned that the omission of 102

that concept from the new rules could send the wrong message to some 103

customers.104

Second, paragraph (d)(1)(A) should be modified to specify a Federal or 105

State Government issued photo ID, to clarify that the utility is not required to 106

accept an ID issued by a park district or library district or some other unit of 107

government that might have less stringent standards for issuing IDs.108

Third, paragraphs (d)(4)(C), (D), (E), and (F), which are currently marked 109

as “optional”, should be changed either to delete the “optional” reference or to 110

reflect “at the option of the utility”.  For the most part, utilities need this 111
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information (certainly the customer’s telephone number or preferred means of 112

contact) to be able to get in touch with the customer.  For example, proposed 113

subsection 280.130(j) requires the utility to place a warning call to the customer 114

prior to disconnection.115

Fourth, as explained more fully below in connection with my discussion of116

Section 280.210 Payment Avoidance by Location, a paragraph should be added to 117

subsection (e) to create a “household rule” similar to the one contained in Section 118

735.130 of the Commission’s rules.119

Fifth, paragragh (j)(1) currently specifies a four calendar day requirement 120

for service activation.  This will pose potentially significant problems when this 121

period spans long weekends that include added holidays.  This period should be 122

changed to three business days to accommodate a reasonable utility work 123

schedule, while at the same time providing an even shorter activation period 124

requirement for those customers whose applications are approved early in the 125

calendar week.  Over time, if smart meters with remote service switches are 126

approved by the Commission for installation throughout electric utility service 127

territories, this will be less of an issue.128

Sixth, similarly, paragraph (j)(4) specifies that the customer receive a 129

credit if activation is delayed by two or more calendar days. For the reasons 130

articulated above, this should be changed to two business days.131

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.40 Deposits?132
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A. Paragraph (i)(2) mandates that the refund of a deposit be made by a separate 133

payment if the amount exceeds 25% of the customer’s average monthly bill 134

amount. Since the customer would quickly receive the benefit of any refund 135

credited to the customer’s next bill, it would be more efficient – and beneficial to 136

customers, whose relatively small, miscellaneous checks may get misplaced or go 137

uncashed for months – if utilities were required to issue checks only if the refund 138

amount exceeded 125% of the customer’s average monthly bill amount.139

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.50 Billing?140

A. First, subsection (c) contains requirements for bill contents. Staff testifies:141

The proposed rule we have submitted incorporates and blends the limited 142
bill content requirements of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 410, 500 and 600 with new 143
standards with new standards so that consumers will be more fully 144
informed in a consistent manner on their bills.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, lines 239-145
242.)146

Staff proposal creates a real problem – two separate sections of the Commission’s 147

rules addressing bill contents for each type of utility.  Which section applies?  148

ComEd recently obtained a conditional waiver of Section 410.210(a)(5).1  Is that 149

waiver still good or will ComEd now have to seek a waiver of Section 280.50(c)?  150

I am not an attorney, but it seems to me that the addition of subsection (c) into this 151

rewrite of Part 280 is procedurally inappropriate.  Staff’s testimony indicates its 152

intent to change the current bill content requirements in Parts 410, 500 and 600.  153

It seems to me that that goes beyond the noticed subject matter of this docket, 154

which did not include the bill content requirements of Parts 410, 500 and 600.  155

  
1 ICC Docket No. 09-0409.
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The substance of proposed subsection (c) should, therefore, be deleted and 156

replaced with a simple cross-reference to Parts 410, 500 and 600.157

Second, subsection (f) requires that, in the case of transferred final 158

balances, the bill shall indicate the location where the amount due originated.  159

Since the final balance may itself include an amount transferred from another 160

location, the final amount due may have originated from more than one location.  161

Each prior transfer, of course, would have had its originating location reflected on 162

the customer’s bill when the original transfer took place.  In this light, final 163

balance transfers should only have to reflect the location from which the amount 164

was transferred.165

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.60 Payment?166

A. First, as noted above, in paragraph (b)(1), the term “guaranteed payment” should 167

be changed to “cashier’s check or money order”.168

Second, paragraph (d)(2) limits late fees to no more than 1.5% per month, 169

essentially leaving the amount otherwise in the utility’s discretion.  Today the 170

level set by the Commission at 1.5% and is not cost-based.  The Commission 171

should confirm that late fees are still not required to be cost-based.  They are 172

intended to encourage customers to pay their bills on time and late fee revenue is 173

an offset to utilities’ revenue requirements in rate cases, thus benefitting all 174

customers.175

Third, paragraph (d)(3) should be deleted.  Section 280.80 Budget 176

Payment Plan already has a provision limiting the assessment of late fees .177
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Third, paragraph (d)(5) should be deleted.  While I am not an attorney, it 178

is my understanding that amounts billed for non-utility service are non-regulated179

charges.  Moreover, since utility service cannot be disconnected for failure to pay 180

charges that are not for “utility service”, there is little reason for the Commission 181

to address the issue of late fees on those charges.2182

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.80 Budget Payment Plan?183

A. ComEd suggests a slight change to subsection (i).  ComEd understands that the 184

intent of the text is to preclude late payment charges from being “baked into” the 185

payment plan itself.  As drafted, however, the text appears to prohibit the 186

assessment of any late fees to a customer on a budget payment, even if the 187

customer were to fail to make a regularly scheduled payment.  The change 188

clarifies that it is only the budget payment plan itself that cannot include late fees.189

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.110 Refunds and Credits?190

A. First, in paragraph (c)(2), the utility is obligated to refund an overpayment if the 191

amount exceeds 25% of the customer’s average monthly bill. For the reasons 192

noted above with respect to refunds of deposits, the refund should be required 193

only if the credit amount exceeds 125% of the customer’s average monthly bill. 194

Again, the customer will realize immediate value of a credit of approximately 195

100% of the average monthly bill very shortly with the issuance of the next bill in 196

any event.197

  
2 As noted above, if the charges are the kind that utility service can be disconnected if the customer 

does not pay, then late fees would be appropriately limited by paragraph (d)(2) even if they were 
not technically for “utility service” – e.g., receivables purchased from Retail Electric Suppliers or 
energy efficiency measures subject to “on-bill financing”
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Second, subsection (d) should be modified to specify that interest on 198

refund/credit amounts should apply only if they result from the correction of a 199

utility error.  No interest should apply to refunds of customer voluntary 200

overpayments.  Otherwise, in days of low interest rates on bank savings accounts, 201

customers might be tempted to use utilities as banks and intentially overpay their 202

bills to earn more interest than they could get from a bank savings deposits.203

Third, subsection (g) articulates a limitations period on the filing of certain 204

complaints with the Commission.  Although I am not an attorney, this seems to be205

problematic in several ways.  First, I understand that the particular statute of 206

limitations that paragraph (g) restates is found at 220 ILCS 5/9-252.1; however, 207

paragraph (g) never states that it is meant only to restate the statute of limitations 208

contained in that section of the law and not to create a separate limitations rule of 209

its own.  In addition, I also understand that there is at least one other statute of 210

limitations that could apply to complaints filed with the Commission – 220 ILCS 211

5/9-252 – but no mention is made of that provision.  Instead, I suggest that this 212

subsection be deleted as a subsections of Section 280.110.  If the Commission 213

wants to refer to statutory limitations periods in the text of Part 280, it might best 214

be done as a specific reference to all the potentially relevant statutory provisions,215

and then done within the context of Section 280.230 Commission Complaint216
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Process – possibly in a new subsection (i) specifically noting the time 217

requirements for filing a formal complaint with the Commission.3218

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.130 Disconnection of Service?219

A. Paragraph (b)(4) lists, as one allowable reason for disconnection of service, 220

failure to allow the utility access to its facilities after four attempts “as described 221

in Section 280.140”.  The problem is that Section 280.140 Disconnection for Lack 222

of Access to Multi-Meter Premises authorizes disconnection for lack of access 223

after two attempts to meet regulatory requirements, after three attempts for non-224

payment disconnection, and after four attempts to read meters.  Because of the 225

inherent numerical conflict with the reference as written, ComEd suggests that the 226

number “four” simply be deleted to avoid confusion.227

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.160 Medical Certification?228

A. The Medical Certification provision as proposed by Staff is problematic for the229

several reasons:230

• It provides for establishment of an automatic MPA when certification is 231

established.  232

o The customer may not require the MPA, but one is established 233

regardless of need.234

  
3 Proposed paragraph 280.230(h)(1) already notes that the requirement to go through the informal 

complaint process prior to initiating a formal complaint is waived in cases in which the statute of 
limitations for filing a formal complaint would expire.
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o An MPA is allowed regardless of the customer’s payment/default235

history on other DPAs.236

• It provides for the allowance of a new certification once every 12 months 237

regardless of whether the customer has paid the outstanding debt covered 238

under the previous certification. 239

Together, these requirements create a situation in which the customer can 240

annually delay payment until the seasonal moratorium restrictions begin or re-241

establish service without eliminating past due debt. Not only does this harm 242

utilities and their other customers by increasing receivables at risk and ultimately243

bad debt, but it can create a debt hole from which the customer may not be able to 244

exit.245

Instead, the medical certification provision within the current section 246

280.130 Discontinuance of Service, along with current interpretations, while not 247

perfect, is sufficient to protect the needs of customers in temporary medical crises, 248

utilities and their other customers. In this context, utilities can properly deal with249

gaming situations and still provide protection to customers who have a real, short-250

term medical need.251

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.170 Timely Reconnection of 252

Service?253

A. Paragraph (b)(3) requires service reconnection within four calendar days of a 254

customer’s remedying the reason for disconnection.  For the reasons articulated 255

above, this should be changed to three business days. Also, the amount of delay 256
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which would require the issuance of a credit should be changed from two calendar 257

days to two business days.258

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.190 Treatment of Illegal Taps?259

A. Paragraph (e)(2) reasonably authorizes the utility to bill a third-party beneficiary 260

of an illegal tap, not only for the excess usage, but also for “all related expenses 261

incurred by the utility.”  This latter provision should also be added, in paragraph 262

(g), to what may be billed to customers of record who have “ benefitted from, 263

cooperated in or acquiesced to the tap.”264

Q. What are ComEd’s comments about Section 280.210 Payment Avoidance by 265

Location?266

A. I agree with Staff’s assessment that there is nothing in the Commission’s rules 267

that would help utilities deal with situations in which individuals living at the 268

same location take turns as the “customer of record” in order to avoid paying for 269

service.  As Customer A runs up a bill without paying and gets a notice that270

service will be disconnected, Customer B will call to establish service anew, 271

disavowing knowlege of Customer A, when in fact both have been and will 272

continue to live at that location.  However, there are several problems with Staff’s 273

proposed solution.  274

First, Staff’s proposed remedy would apply in only a fraction of the cases 275

in which fraud is occuring.  Specifically, all of the following have to apply:276

• New application for service is received the same day as the 277

disconnection – a condition that can be negated if the applicant 278
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submits the application any time before service is disconnected – or 279

the day after service is disconnected.280

• The new applicant resided in the same premises with the previous 281

customer of record for the entire time during which the arrearage 282

accrued for disconnection – a condition that can be negated if the 283

applicant resided with the previous customer for any time less than the 284

entire time, even a day less.285

• The previous customer still resides at the premises – a condition to286

which ComEd does not object, but which should not apply if the 287

previous condition is required to apply, i.e., if the new applicant lived 288

with and had benefit of service for the entire time during which the 289

arrearage accrued.290

• The amount outstanding is 75% or more of the estimated annual291

charges for the premises – a condition that will take arrearanges as 292

high as serveral hundred dollars completely out of this collection293

mechanism, even if all the other conditions apply.294

Second, it requires that a “pattern” be established in order to implement 295

this mechanism – i.e., the utility cannot implement it the first time, even if the 296

utility can prove that the fraud is occuring, effectively embedding a “free first bite 297

at the apple” rule.298
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Instead, this section should be deleted and a provision added to the text of299

what is now Section 280.30(e) that would create a “household rule” in connection 300

with evaluating an application for service. Under this proposal, utilities would be 301

permitted to decline service to a new applicant if a former customer, who is still 302

liable for payment of a past due bill for utility service provided at the same 303

premises for which the applicant is seeking service, continues to occupy that 304

premises. This proposed “household rule” is similar to the one already contained 305

in 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 735.130(b)(1), which authorizes telephone utilities to 306

discontinue or refuse service if a previous customer with a past due amount “is307

currently a member of the same household as the applicant.” 308

The change is intended to target only those customers intent on “gaming 309

the system” by switching service to the name of another individual in the same 310

household for the purpose of avoiding disconnection for past due amounts. 311

However, ComEd has no desire to make the application process cumbersome for 312

every applicant. Doing so would be counterproductive because requiring 313

additional information from every applicant would be unreasonably expensive to 314

administer. What ComEd would actually do is, for those new applications at 315

premises that are either disconnected for non-payment or under threat of 316

disconnection for non-payment for a substantial amount (typically with a 317

threshold of greater than $250 or $500), conduct further investigation to 318

determine whether the former customer is still at the premises.319

Q. Please discuss the system changes that would be involved with implementing 320

Staff’s proposed changes?321
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A. It is my information that implementing many of those proposed changes would 322

require information technology (“IT”) changes to ComEd systems to 323

accommodate additional notification, record keeping, and other new or modified 324

requirements.  Although, that is not my area of expertise, from past experience, I 325

do know that such changes would be significant. If the Commission approves the 326

changes recommended by Staff, it should make provision for utilities to recover 327

capital costs and incremental expenses that are incurred, pending the utilities’ next 328

rate cases.  329

Moreover, the Commission should permit a reasonable amount of time 330

after any rule changes become final for utilities to come into compliance, 331

especially where the rule changes necessitate changes to utility operational and 332

information systems.  I have been informed that ComEd would need 333

approximately 18 to 24 months after the rules become final to implement the IT 334

system changes discussed above. Because there is no certainty as to what the rules 335

will finally require, work on any necessary system changes will not commence 336

until those rule changes are final.  Since some of the rule changes might well be 337

able to be implemented quickly, I suggest that the Commission require 338

implementation of each requirement as quickly as reasonably practicable, but in 339

no event later than 24 months from the date of the effectiveness of the rules, and 340

that each utility post and update a “checklist” on its website so that the public can 341

be informed when the utility has brought itself into compliance with each 342

requirement of Part 280 as rewritten.343
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IV. Conclusions344

Q. What are the conclusions of your testimony?345

A. First, the Commission should adopt my proposed changes to Staff’s 346

proposal in order to make the new Part 280 reflect a better balance between 347

protecting customers who do not pay their utility bills and limiting the resulting 348

burden on other utility customers.  349

Second, the Commission should provide for the utilities’ ability to recover 350

costs associated with implementing any system changes that are required as a 351

result of rule changes.352

Third, the Commission should specifically permit utilities at least 24 353

months to bring their systems into compliance with any rule changes.354

Q. Does that conclude your direct testimony?355

A. Yes, it does.356


